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 Preface  
 

 
   
  
 
 
The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is now. 
– Chinese proverb  

Welcome back to Expert Heads Up No Limit Hold’em – it’s new and im-
proved with flops, turns, and way more draws! Having covered a lot of ba-
sics in Volume 1, we’re now ready to tackle the complexities of multi-street 
play. We’ll start with a quick review of the tools and big ideas we devel-
oped in the first volume before starting on turn play. Starting in Chapter 
10, we will extend our study of polar-versus-bluff-catcher (PvBC) play to 
multiple streets. As on the river, it captures the core of poker: value-betting 
and bluffing versus some poor schmuck who wants nothing more than to 
show down. 

Our models will become more and more sophisticated from there. If we 
can solve a game by hand, it is relatively easy to understand exactly why 
the players adopt the strategies they do. However, we must turn to compu-
tational methods to solve very large decision trees that accurately repre-
sent complex situations. Examining these solutions will often lead to new 
insights about strategic play. 

We will soon take our first steps outside of the PvBC model. Early street 
play often leads to “nearly-static, nearly-PvBC” play on the turn. Here, only 
weak draws are possible, and the players’ ranges overlap in only a few eas-
ily understood ways. In Chapter 11, we will focus on the effect of these 
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complications in the context of the PvBC decision tree. This decision tree is 
actually quite fundamental, since it describes play where the “betting ini-
tiative” does not change hands. 

In Chapter 12, we will consider more complex starting distributions and 
board textures. These factors lead to changes in initiative and much more 
interesting strategies in general. We will discuss specific plays such as the 
delayed c-bet, the turn check-raise, and the protection raise, among others, 
and see how to estimate unexploitable frequencies for making these plays 
with matrix models. Finally, we will wrap up our discussion of turn play in 
Chapter 13 with a look at computationally-generated solutions to a variety 
of turn spots. 

Why do we have several chapters on the turn but only one each on flop 
and pre-flop play? For one thing, the deeper we get into a hand, the more 
board run-outs are possible, and the more chances the players have had to 
split their ranges. So, there are many more distinct situations on the later 
streets. More importantly, we will see many aspects of multi-street play in 
the context of two-street (i.e., turn-onward) situations. So, when we study 
the solutions of very large early-street games, it will not take long to un-
derstand them. The strategies we find will, however, have significant, ac-
tionable implications for many aspects of modern HUNL play, including SB 
opening and flop c-betting. 

The final two chapters cover extra topics relating to match play. In Chapter 
16 we will develop the tools to decide when we can pass up small edges to 
wait for better spots. The short answer: quite frequently if Villain is bad 
enough. Finally, we’ll wrap up with a discussion of building reads and ad-
justing to opponents. I believe in carefully considering every bit of infor-
mation available early in a match to begin making exploitative adjust-
ments as quickly as possible. However, it is important we do not overreact 
to shaky intel. 

Many questions are included in this book. When a question has a simple, 
black-and-white answer, I try to mention it in the text, but many do not. 
Some are merely meant to test your understanding of a topic we have cov-
ered, while others call for much more independent thought. We have used 
different symbols to differentiate these. 
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 These questions should be relatively easy to answer if you’ve 
understood the text. Definitely give them a shot before pro-
ceeding, and if you get stuck, consider re-reading.  

 
These are harder and often quite open-ended. If the correct 
approach is not immediately obvious, don’t worry, and don’t 
feel compelled to struggle with these unless you want to 
know the answer!  

We’ve done something similar with the book sections themselves. We’ve 
marked several with a star (*) to indicate that they are in some sense op-
tional. These sections are both challenging and can be omitted without 
seriously hampering your understanding of later content. It’s not that they 
aren’t interesting or important – they are. However, if you’re turned off by 
math, it might be better to skip them, at least initially, rather than risk get-
ting stuck. As far as that goes, this book is a bit top-heavy in its theory con-
tent. The material gets somewhat less challenging as the book proceeds 
and we focus more on computational solutions to large games and less on 
analytical models. 

In addition to everyone I noted in this work’s first volume, I’d really like to 
express my gratitude to Dário Abdulrehman, Rick Atman and Yoann Brient. 
This book has benefited greatly from their careful readings and insightful 
suggestions. 
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 9.4.2 The Bluff-catching Indifference and Odds 
  

The bluffing indifference is probably the one most commonly used for es-
timating equilibrium frequencies. It helps us choose good continuing fre-
quencies when facing a bet and thus provides guidance for how to play 
our mediocre holdings. Playing bluff-catchers is often difficult, so it makes 
sense to turn to game-theoretic ideas for guidance. However, other sorts of 
indifferences are also common at equilibrium, and these also provide in-
formation about GTO play.  

Suppose Hero is facing a bet. On the river, a properly-constructed betting 
range will make many of Hero’s hands indifferent between calling and 
folding – everything below the bottom of his value range and better than 
his bluffs, neglecting card removal. The effect of a bet is not quite as clear 
on earlier streets because of the presence of draws and the need for bal-
ance. 

However, Villain’s early-street bets still often make many of Hero’s hands 
at least nearly indifferent between calling and folding, and if we think 
carefully, we can see that this is reasonable. First, even on early streets, 
betting ranges tend to be somewhat polarized. It makes sense to bet with 
strong hands in the hope of getting called by worse, but if we only bet 
strong, we will see lots of folds and be incentivized to bluff as well. If Vil-
lain’s betting range is polar, we will still have holdings that are stronger 
than the bluffs and weaker than the value, and Villain’s equilibrium bluff-
to-value ratio will still need to make many of these mediocre hands more 
or less indifferent. If he bluffs too much, we will call a lot, and he will be 
motivated to bluff less, and vice versa. Thus, the stable point will still occur 
when bluff-catchers can sometimes call and sometimes fold, i.e., when the 
two choices have the same EV. 

There are caveats here. We will encounter “reasons for betting” other than 
for value and to bluff, and these can lead to non-polarized betting ranges 
that do not create indifferent bluff-catchers. Also, even when we do face a 
polarized bet, few early-street holdings are really equivalent. Different 
hand combinations have more or fewer outs and backdoor outs, play dif-
ferently on possible future cards, etc. Thus, facing a flop c-bet, it may be 
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most accurate to say that just one of our hands is actually indifferent be-
tween calling and folding while the rest strictly prefer one or the other. All 
that said, hopefully you are convinced that early-street betting ranges of-
ten make many hands at least nearly indifferent to calling. The conditions 
under which this indifference holds and the particular hands that are 
made indifferent will become clearer as we take some examples. 

The following holds for Hero’s hands that are indifferent to bluff-catching 
when facing a bet:  

 

This is called the bluff-catching indifference, since it applies to bluff-
catchers. Don’t get confused here – the bluffing indifference applies to a 
player’s bluffs (and usually gives us information about his opponent’s 
bluff-catchers), while the bluff-catching indifference applies to bluff-
catchers (but usually provides information about a bluffing frequency). 

How can we apply the bluff-catching indifference? Again, the naive case is 
embodied by the simple river PvBC game. There are only three types of 
hands here – Villain’s value hands that are obviously going to bet, Hero’s 
bluff-catching hands whose play we determined by applying the bluffing 
indifference to Villain’s air in the previous section, and Villain’s air, whose 
play we can find through the bluff-catching indifference. For Hero’s bluff-
catchers, we have  

 

Here, V is the fraction of the Villain’s betting range that consists of value 
bets. If we bluff-catch, then V of the time we lose the bet B, and the other 
(1−V) of the time, we end up with the pot and Villain’s bet in addition to 
our starting stack. Solving, we find V equals (B+P)/(2B+P), and this specifies 
Villain’s play with his air hands. As usual, Hero’s indifference has given us 
information about Villain’s strategy. By applying the bluff-catching indif-
ference to a player’s bluff-catchers, we can find his opponent’s bluff-to-
value ratio. 

Now, as with the bluffing indifference, applying the bluff-catching indif-
ference can be challenging in practice. Finding EV(folding) is easy – we 
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know the size of our stack at the end of the hand if we immediately fold – 
but, what is the EV of bluff-catching? It is often something like in the PvBC 
case – our stack after we call, plus the pot after we call, times the fraction 
of the pot we capture after we call. In the PvBC case, and on the river in 
general, the fraction of the pot we capture is just our raw equity. However, 
if calling does not guarantee a showdown, then the amount of the pot we 
can capture (and thus our EV) will depend on future action for several rea-
sons:  

1. Our hand can improve to beat some of Villain’s value hands, and 
we may be able to bet for value.  

2. Villain’s bluffs might improve, allowing him to extract more value 
from us.  

3. Even if hand values do not change, we can face future value bets 
and bluffs.  

One of the main lessons from our study of the river was that mediocre 
hands have a hard time realizing all of their equity. If both players just 
checked down, they would both capture exactly their equity. But, at the 
equilibrium of the PvBC model, for example, Villain’s bluffs are indifferent 
to checking down while his strong holdings do much better by betting. All 
the EV that Villain gains with value bets is EV lost by Hero’s bluff-catchers. 
Thus, the possibility of future action will have a large effect on the EV of 
bluff-catching even in very static situations. The possibility of changing 
hand values complicates things further. 

These issues arise in traditional exploitative decision-making as well, and 
it may be helpful to make that connection. Generally, we look to estimate 
the EV of bluff-catching when we have a call-or-fold decision with a bor-
derline hand. We want to choose the action with the highest EV. The EV of 
folding is fixed, whereas the issues mentioned above affect the EV of call-
ing. A simple way to approach this decision is to compare our equity to our 
pot odds. Pot odds are the ratio of the size of the pot after Villain’s bet 
(how much we stand to win) to Villain’s bet size (how much we stand to 
lose). Calling when our equity is greater than this ratio (appropriately con-
verted to decimal) is equivalent to calling when EV(calling) is greater than 
EV(folding), if calling means that we realize exactly our equity in the pot. 
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An example will help make this clear. Suppose we face a half-pot bet. Then, 
the ratio of how much we stand to win versus how much it costs to call is 
3:1. So, a pot-odds calculation tells us that we need to win one time for 
every three times we lose in order to have a profitable call. That is, we need 
at least 25% equity. On the river, calling gets us to showdown immediately, 
so a call allows us to capture exactly our equity in the pot, and in the PvBC 
game, Hero’s equity is the fraction of Villain’s range that is not value 
hands, i.e., 1−V. Plugging in to the naive bluff-catching indifference above, 
the equity we need to be indifferent is 1−V=1−(B+P)/(2B+P)=0.25. With any 
more equity, a pot-odds analysis tells us to call, and with any less, it tells us 
to fold.  

If there is no more betting after our call, a pot odds-based approach is all 
we need to make a correct exploitative call-or-fold decision (regardless of 
whether we hold a draw, a made hand, or some combination of the two). 
Otherwise, we need to account for the possibilities enumerated above. The 
first deals with the possibility we improve, so it is most relevant when we 
have a hand that is likely to do so, i.e., a draw. Again, pot odds are essen-
tially the ratio of what we stand to lose to what we stand to gain with a 
call, and we can adjust for the possibility of winning more on later streets 
by increasing the amount we stand to win. For example, if we face a bet 
with a draw to the nuts, the amount we must risk stays the same, but the 
amount we stand to win must increase, since we expect additional value if 
we make our hand. The ratio of the costs to this improved estimate of how 
much we stand to win is known as our implied odds, and it takes the role 
of the equity in the previous decision-making process. If we make a call-or-
fold decision by comparing our implied odds to the odds offered by the 
pot, we have accounted for much of point 1 above. 

Accounting for the other two points is a bit more difficult. When we have a 
pure draw to the nuts, we will be certain about whether or not we have the 
best hand on later streets. However, with a non-nut draw or made hand, 
we will be in danger of calling with the worse of it or folding with the bet-
ter, either because Villain has the best hand now or because he improves. 
We adjust the odds to make them less favorable in an attempt to account 
for these possibilities (thus obtaining reverse implied odds), but it’s diffi-
cult to be quantitative about it. However, these effects are actually quite 
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large in no-limit games. For example, if it weren’t for them, we could de-
fend pre-flop min-raises with 100% of hands against almost all opening 
ranges.  

We cannot treat early streets in a vacuum – to strategize for multiple 
streets, we must take into account the possibility of future action. Al-
though it will be a couple of chapters before we get to it in full, we’ll take 
an approach that is similar in spirit to the implied and reverse implied 
odds methods. We’ll replace raw equity in the pot odds decision-making 
process with another number that more accurately describes the amount 
of the pot we can expect to capture on later streets, called the capture fac-
tor. If we become good at estimating this quantity, we will be able to 
sweep a lot of the details of multi-street play under the covers, which is 
useful for making quick decisions at the tables. 

 Suppose we are facing a bet on the turn with a mediocre hand 
that is unlikely to improve. Do these multi-street effects make 
us want to fold more or less than in a comparable single-street 
situation? How can Villain change his betting range to keep us 
indifferent?  

 
Consider the SB bet-or-check river game from Section 7.3.2 
and the pre-flop 3-betting situation we saw in Section 9.4.1. 
Use the bluff-catching indifference to estimate the fraction of 
the bettor’s range that consists of bluffs at equilibrium. In the 
pre-flop case, again refer to your hand database, if you keep 
one, to find extra contributions to the EV of bluff-catching. 
How do your results compare with your own play and that of 
your regular opponents?  

  
 

 9.4.3 The Nuts, Near-nuts, and Nut Draws 
  

In Section 2.3.1, we discussed the BB’s play with a flopped flush draw and 
focused on check-calling and check-raising. Under certain conditions, we 
argued that he would take both lines with some frequency at the equilib-
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rium. If he took one action too frequently, the SB’s response would incen-
tivize him to take the other. This indicates that neither pure strategy is un-
exploitable, a mixed strategy must be played at the equilibrium, and the 
EVs of the two lines must be equal. The same sort of argument can be 
made in many spots where some play can lead to our holding a capped 
range later in the hand. If we work through the equilibration exercise, we 
can often convince ourselves that Villain’s response will make it profitable 
to start showing up in those spots with our strong hands. However, if we 
play all of our strong holdings that way, ranges in other parts of our strat-
egy will be neglected, and we will be incentivized to readjust. 

Of course, this style of argument does not only apply to strong draws. Of-
ten, nut hands on early streets have a high chance of remaining the nuts 
after future cards arrive, and playing them one way all the time would cap 
our range in other spots. The number of hand combinations involved is 
important. For example, excluding top set from your range following a K♠-
7♥-3♥ flop does not cap your range as severely as, say, excluding all heart 
draws. However we’ll see that the argument does not only apply to the 
pure nuts. Rather, it frequently applies to many strong or near-nut hands 
for reasons we will see shortly. I believe it is most accurate to understand 
this indifference in terms of distributions rather than particular hand 
combinations: whenever we cap our distribution, Villain’s counter-
strategy might incentivize us to stop. 

Now, we do need to take a bit of care. Taken too far, this sort of argument 
can lead to conclusions such as that unexploitable play will involve having 
some chance of showing up with the nuts in any spot. That’s certainly not 
the case. For example, any pre-flop hand can end up being the nuts on 
later streets, but of course we should not take every possible pre-flop line 
with every starting hand with positive frequency. The remote chance of a 
particularly favorable board will not make up for putting a lot of money in 
bad. Generally, the shorter the effective stack size, the less important is the 
threat of future action. If we always check-raise the flop with our draws, 
we will usually be left with a capped range when we check-call and then 
the draws come in, thus allowing the SB to play aggressively with much of 
his range. However, if the stack-to-pot ratio on the flop is sufficiently small, 
the value we gain from showing up with a made draw after check-calling 
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may simply not be enough to outweigh the advantages of semi-bluffing. 
Or, if the chance of our draw coming in is sufficiently remote, check-
folding might be best. We can usually be happy to fold all our 5-4 combi-
nations to a flop c-bet on A♥-Q♦-9♠, despite the possibility that the board 
runs off 2♥-3♣. That simply does not happen often enough (and Villain will 
not put in enough action when it does) to make up for the money we lose 
by drawing. 

On the other hand, missing a bet with a strong hand can sometimes be 
costly enough to prevent us from ever slow-playing. Other times, Villain’s 
distribution just doesn’t let him put in enough action against our passive 
lines to incentivize us to start slow-playing. These indifferences are emer-
gent properties of the complex dynamics when both players try to play 
HUNL games as profitably as possible, but they are not really fundamental. 
In future chapters, we will see a variety of computationally-generated 
equilibria of multi-street situations and will make note of the sorts of 
spots where nuts and draws to the nuts are made indifferent and nearly 
indifferent. Pay attention to these to build intuition for attacking these 
spots. In practice, we often need to proceed carefully through the equili-
bration exercise, keeping all options and all parts of players’ ranges in 
mind. Only then can we convince ourselves that none of the relevant op-
tions can be played all the time at equilibrium and identify which are used 
with a non-zero frequency. 

 
Review the solutions to the river examples described in 7.4. In 
which cases did the players play their nut hands in more than 
one way at the equilibrium? In which did they not? Why?  

Now, all that said, players play mixed strategies with nut, near-nut, and 
potential-nut hands in many cases for balance-related reasons, and we can 
use the corresponding indifference relationships to learn about the equi-
librium. The indifferences applying to draws turn out to be difficult to lev-
erage in practice. To see why, let us continue with the example of a BB’s 
flopped flush draws. We expect the BB’s indifference to tell us something 
about SB’s GTO strategy. We have, for the BB’s flush draws:  
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What are these EVs? The EV(check−calling) depends on a lot of things – 
how often the draw comes in, how often the SB barrels the turn when it 
does and does not, and so on. Hero’s EV(check−raise) depends on how of-
ten the SB folds to the raise and to additional barrels, how he plays versus 
a turn check after calling, how much action he gives in general after the 
draw comes in and does not, etc. We can estimate these EVs if we’re clever, 
but there is no escaping the fact that this indifference equation is a rather 
complicated relationship between many different aspects of the SB’s play. 
This is in contrast with the bluffing and bluff-catching indifferences above, 
which happily depended on just one of a player’s frequencies, which al-
lowed us to immediately solve for it. Our potential-nuts indifferences may 
be simplified in short-stack situations (for example, if a check-raise is nec-
essarily an all-in so that there is no future action), but we noted earlier 
that the indifference might not even hold in such a short-stacked spot. We 
will spot the indifference of draws in games’ solutions and use them as 
landmarks to make sure we understand what’s going on, but we will rarely 
use them to solve for unexploitable frequencies from scratch. 

 
Continue with our example of the BB’s flopped flush draws. 
What does the EV of leading the flop depend on? When might 
the BB be indifferent between leading and check-calling, 
while check-raising is worse than either? When might 
EV(leading)=EV(check−raising)>EV(check−calling)?  

It turns out the indifference facing actual nut hands is quite a bit easier to 
deal with. Draws want to get as much money as possible in the pot when 
they make their hand, but when they miss, they benefit from having kept 
the pot as small as possible, except when they are able to win without 
showdown. Of course, trying to win without showdown often involves the 
risk of putting in a lot of money and still not forcing an opponent to fold. 
The tradeoffs here are a bit complicated. 

Playing the nuts is much easier, at least when we are not worried about 
being drawn out on, i.e., on the river or on static boards. Then, the only 
consideration facing these hands is how to get as much money in the pot 
as possible. If our hand can’t lose (or chop), its EV is simply all the money in 
Hero’s stack, plus the entire pot, plus whatever additional money Villain 
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will put in the pot, on average. At any particular decision point, the first 
two terms are fixed, so we maximize our EV by taking whatever line causes 
Villain to put the most money in the pot, on average. Thus, if we are indif-
ferent between two lines, it tells us something very intuitive about Villain’s 
play following both actions – Villain puts the same amount of money in 
the pot, on average, against both of them. The simplicity of this statement 
makes it very powerful, as we will see in an example shortly. 

First, notice that the same reasoning often also applies to strong but non-
nut holdings, especially on static boards. Suppose we have a hand strong 
enough that we are happy to get all-in and strong enough that, whenever 
Villain has better, he too will try to get all-in. Then, whenever we are losing, 
we are sure to get all-in and go broke. Since the outcome when Villain has 
a better hand is already fixed, we maximize our overall EV by playing to 
maximize it in the case that Villain has a worse hand. When Villain has a 
losing hand, we do best by simply trying to get as much money into the pot 
as possible. So, if a near-nut hand is indifferent between two lines, it must 
be the case that Villain puts in the same amount of action versus both of 
them on average. That is, the sort of indifference relationships we have 
been discussing in this section apply to near-nut hands as well. Also, al-
though our argument has assumed the board is static, we can imagine 
that when it is only nearly static, then players’ nut and near-nut hands will 
often be nearly indifferent, still a useful relationship for making approxi-
mations. 

Consider the following useful example. The decision tree for the 1-bet-
behind full-street river game is shown in Figure 9.1. As the name suggests, 
it models river situations where the stack-to-pot ratio is small enough at 
the beginning of river play that any bet is all-in. In complexity, this game 
lies sort of in between the bet-or-check games and the two-bets-behind 
games we focused on in Chapter 7. However, it is useful in its own right for 
understanding river play, since players often size their early street bets so 
as to end up with just one bet left behind on the river. We will study it fur-
ther in Section 13.4.2. 

Take for simplicity the symmetric distributions case with one pot-sized bet 
behind at the beginning of river play. Suppose Hero is in the BB and holds a 
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hand that is the nuts or the near-nuts in the sense that it will always get 
all-in versus a better hand. These holdings actually make up a significant 
portion of his range. For example, with our assumptions, it turns out that 
the top one-third of his river starting distribution always gets it in versus 
better hands at the equilibrium. So, with his near-nuts, Hero’s options are 
to jam or to check with the intention of calling a bet all-in, and we can 
convince ourselves that he cannot be taking either line 100% of the time at 
the equilibrium. 

 Why is it that Hero’s GTO strategy cannot involve either al-
ways checking or always leading here with all his near-nut 
hands?  

 Because of this indifference, Villain must put in the same amount of 
money, on average, versus both of Hero’s actions. In particular, the SB 
must be jamming when checked to with exactly the same frequency as he 
calls a lead all-in. This turns out to be a useful observation when trying to 
understand river play with one bet behind. In fact, combined with the pre-
vious indifferences, we now make a lot of progress towards solving this 
game. Consider giving it a try before continuing. 

First, we already knew how to estimate how often the SB calls a lead in this 
spot – we apply the bluffing indifference to the BB’s bluffs to find that the 
SB must call 50% of the time in order to keep the BB’s weak hands indiffer-
ent to bluffing, and he builds this calling range out of his strongest 50% of 
hands, since it does not make sense to call with a weaker hand while fold-
ing a stronger one. Previously, we had no short-cuts that allowed us to de-
termine how frequently the SB bet when checked to, but now, we know 
that his GTO betting frequency in that spot must also be 50%! To drive this 
point home, suppose the SB bet less than half the time when checked to. 
Then, Hero would lead with all his strong hands, Villain would counter by 
playing aggressively versus Hero’s severely capped checking range, and 
Hero would be motivated to begin checking strong hands.  

So, the SB is jamming half the time facing a check. Additionally, since the 
bet is the size of the pot, his betting range should contain two value-bets 
for every one bluff in order to make Hero’s bluff-catchers indifferent to 
calling. Thus, 2/3 of his betting range should be value, and 1/3 should be 
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bluffs. Logically, we know that the SB will build his value range from his 
strongest hands, and he will pull his bluffs from his weakest. So, we can 
conclude that the SB’s equilibrium strategy involves betting when checked 
to with the top 1/3 and bottom 1/6 of his river starting distribution, and 
we have completely determined the SB’s equilibrium play of this game!  

A similar indifference between checking and leading holds for the BB’s nut 
hands in the two-bets-behind river situation we covered in Section 7.3.3, at 
least in the symmetric-distributions case. Of course, when the BB leads with 
the nuts, it is with the intention of bet-calling, and when he checks, he will 
check-raise if given the chance. Thus, it is not necessarily the case that the SB 
bets when checked to with exactly the same frequency that he calls a bet, 
but he puts in the same amount of money on average versus the BB’s check-
raises and bet-calls. If he bets when checked to more than he calls a lead, he 
must make up for that by calling a check-raise more than he raises a bet. 

 
Suppose we have flopped the nuts. We are indifferent be-
tween slow-playing and fast-playing, but draws are possible 
and some of Villain’s range has some chance to improve to 
beat our hand. How does this affect the relative amounts of 
money Villain must put in versus our two lines on average 
when the draws come in and when they do not?  

 
 

 9.4.4 Putting it all Together: Blocking Bets 
  

Finally, we can combine some of these ideas to learn a bit more about 
block-betting from the BB on the river. In Section 7.3.3, we focused on us-
ing them exploitatively, since NLHE players’ response to small bets varies 
extremely widely and is often quite poor, and it can be difficult to see ex-
actly how they might be useful in equilibrium play. For one thing, when we 
use multiple bet sizings in a spot, the solutions can rarely be broken down 
into clearly defined action regions. The solutions almost always end up be-
ing highly mixed for balance-related reasons, making it difficult to see 
quite what is happening. 

However, in the context of the 1-bet-behind river situation, it is relatively 
easy to see how blocking bets might fit into our GTO strategy with certain 
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river starting distributions. So suppose we are playing a game like the one 
shown in Figure 9.1, except that the BB may also lead for a blocking-sized 
bet, and, facing such a bet, the SB can fold, call, or jam. That is, any bet is 
all-in except for the BB’s blocking bets. We start the river with one pot-
sized bet left in the effective stacks. Suppose the BB’s blocking bets are 1/5 
the size of the pot, and suppose the starting distributions are such that all 
the indifferences we have been discussing indeed hold. 

First of all, many aspects of the solutions to this game are going to be simi-
lar to the solutions to the basic 1-pot-sized-bet-behind game we saw in the 
last section. The SB will still probably call a lead all-in 50% of the time in 
order to keep Hero’s air indifferent to bluffing. Then, the SB must also jam 
50% of the time when checked to in order to keep Hero’s nuts indifferent 
between check-calling and leading all-in.  

Now, how should the SB play when facing a blocking bet? How often does 
he continue versus the bet? We can apply the bluffing indifference to find 
out, but first, it should seem reasonable that the SB cannot fold very much 
at all or else the BB could very profitably use the small sizing to bluff. In 
particular, if P and S are the sizes of the pot and effective stack at the be-
ginning of the river, L is the size of a blocking bet, and the SB folds to a 
block F of the time, then we have for the BB’s potential bluffs: 

 

so that the SB’s folding frequency is F=1/6. So, the SB must indeed be con-
tinuing a lot versus a blocking bet. This assumes that the BB’s river starting 
distribution actually contains a sufficient number of relatively-weak hands 
that can be used as bluffs.  

How often does the SB raise a blocking bet? We can use what we learned in 
the previous section to figure it out! First of all, before doing the math, a 
bit of logic will give the main point: the SB cannot raise a block-bet as of-
ten as he calls a lead all-in or bets all-in when checked to. Why not? Well, if 
he did, then the BB’s nut and strong value hands would all start block-
betting, since it would allow them to make more money on average than 
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the other options. The BB’s nuts would get all-in just as often as if they 
took another line, but they would also get extra value from all the other 
hands the SB has to call with when facing a blocking-bet. We can find the 
SB’s raising frequency necessary to make the BB indifferent to blocking 
with near-nuts. For these, if G is the SB’s raising frequency when facing a 
blocking-bet, we have  

 

and we find G=5/12 . So, the SB indeed gets all-in versus a blocking bet some-
what less than the 50% of the time he gets it in versus a check or a jam. We 
have implicitly assumed here that the BB’s river starting distribution contains 
some strong value hands he can sometimes block bet with – no leading with 
any sizing is going to work well for him if his range is capped low. 

Now we know that, when facing a blocking bet, the SB is calling a ton and 
getting it in fairly often but not as often as if he faced a check or a jam. This 
is a perfect environment for the BB’s weak value hands, the sort that stereo-
typically might try a small bet to “block” the SB from making a bigger bet. 
These hands can make a small lead, actually get a bit of value from the SB’s 
very wide calling range, and also not face an all-in as often as if they had 
checked. Avoiding the jam is something to be happy about for these medio-
cre holdings, since it usually makes them indifferent between a call and a 
fold, i.e., it makes it very difficult for them to realize their equity.  

So, as we saw in the solutions to the examples in chapter 7, the BB’s GTO 
river strategy frequently includes blocking bets, and now we can see why. 
The blocking range is usually comprised primarily of his hands with me-
diocre showdown value. If he were only blocking with these, the SB would 
raise him very frequently, so he is motivated to add strong value hands 
into his blocking range until the SB raises less often and block-betting the 
nuts is no more profitable than his other options. But if the BB were only 
blocking with weak value and strong value hands, the SB would fold a lot, 
so the BB can take the opportunity to block as a bluff with some very weak 
hands as well. If the BB’s river starting distribution does not contain all of 
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these three types of hands, he might not be able to incorporate block-
betting in his river strategy. 

Lastly, remember what we learned about block-betting when studying com-
putational solutions of river spots. The BB rarely preferred to block bet with 
any of his holdings. More often, his blocking hands were indifferent to play-
ing “normally”. Nonetheless, he improved his overall EV by opening a block-
ing range, and the EVs of his mediocre made hands were particularly im-
proved. This implies that moving some hands to his blocking range im-
proved his EV when he checked those hands as well. What was going on 
there? Basically, the SB could no longer take advantage of the BB’s checking 
range being quite as bluff-catcher-heavy as it was before. Thus, he could not 
value-bet and bluff quite as much when checked to, and the BB’s mediocre 
made hands were able to see a showdown more often than they did before. 

These indifferences will show up all the time – indifferences of bluffs, 
bluff-catchers, near-nuts, and draws. Identifying these will help us make 
sense of complicated strategies. It is not always easy to untangle the com-
plicated interactions between players’ equilibrium ranges, and these ob-
servations will give us some ways to understand what we see and give 
confident answers to questions about why GTO play is the way it is. Of 
course, these tools are also useful for estimating unexploitable frequencies 
for use in our own play. 
 

 

 9.5 You Should Now … 
 

 

♠ Know what equilibrium and exploitative play are and how we use 
them. 

♠ Understand the importance of reading your own hand for playing 
strategically. 

♠ Remember the Indifference Principle and its applications to 
players’ bluffs, bluff-catchers, and nut hands. 

♠ Understand river play with one bet behind and know the properties 
of the equity distributions that make block-betting reasonable in 
that context. 




